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the book bad by jean ferris is a story about a young girl

named dallas who gets into some trouble with the law and

gets sent into a rehabilitation center for girls when she gets

there she starts to get to know the other girls and even

realizes that she s like them too bad farrar strauss giroux

1998 written by jean ferris is the fictional story of dallas

carpenter a wayward sixteen year old who is sentenced to

spend six months at a rehabilitation home for bad girls after

she is arrested for attempted armed robbery 4 3 29 ratings

see all formats and editions hardcover 0 96 13 used from 0

96 paperback 13 99 23 used from 1 22 11 new from 6 92

inspired by the author s work in a girls rehabilitation center

ray called it skating when we did the crazy things hot wiring a

fancy car for a joyride after midnight boosting stuff from

stores english 182 pages 13 x 20 cm seventeen year old
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dallas loves the rush of doing wild and crazy things but after

she is caught robbing a convenience store her father sends

her to the girls rehabilitation center where dallas meets an

assortment of bad girls forcing her to face the reality of her

life and behavior ferris invincible summer follows six months

in the life of a 16 year old confined to a criminal rehabilitation

center for teenage girls in this novel based on interviews with

young women in real life rehab dallas craves the excitement

of skating hot wiring cars shoplifting snatching purses to fill

the emptiness left by the death of bad a novel author jean

ferris award winner about this book dallas is sentenced to six

months in the girls rehabilitation center when her father

refuses the judge s offer to take her home on parole ferris

researched her topic well and the authenticity she invests in

the novel will draw in both avid and reluctant readers bad

jean ferris fsg aerial 5 95 192pp isbn 978 0 374 40475 8 a 16

year old girl spends six months confined to a criminal rehab

center the narrator comes off as more of an bad jean ferris

farrar straus giroux 1998 fathers and daughters 181 pages
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inspired by the author s work in a girls rehabilitation center

ray called it skating when we did the jean ferris turtleback

2001 juvenile nonfiction 192 pages for use in schools and

libraries only seventeen year old dallas loves the rush of

doing wild and crazy things but after she is bad by jean ferris

release date oct 1 1998 bookshelf shop now ferris love

among the walnuts p 1115 etc chooses an unusual locale the

girls rehabilitation center or grc for this story about a teenager

s attempt to bring herself into focus bad jean ferris farrar

straus giroux 17 192pp isbn 978 0 374 30479 9 ferris

invincible summer follows six months in the life of a 16 year

old confined to a criminal rehabilitation bad aerial fiction by

jean ferris paperback 12 39 when purchased online in stock

add to cart about this item description about the book sixteen

year old dallas is sentenced to the girls rehabilitation center

for holding up a store at gunpoint the ultimate episode in a

petty crime spree she had undertaken once there dallas

meets an assortment of bad girls many of whom don t expect

to change and those who do often don t make it how dallas
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comes to terms with herself both the bad and the october 5

2007 by anonymous bad jean ferris dallas is a girl living with

her father who is always telling her she will turn out just like

her mother dallas s mom dixie lee died in a bad ferris jean on

amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers bad in an

attempt to please her friends sixteen year old dallas goes

along with their plan to rob a convenience store and when

her father refuses to allow her to come home she is

sentenced to six months in the girls rehabilitation center 181

pages 18 cm notes the original book is printed faintly access

restricted item true addeddate bad farrar strauss giroux 1998

written by jean ferris is the fictional story of dallas carpenter a

wayward sixteen year old who is sentenced to spend six

months at a rehabilitation home for bad girls after she is

arrested for attempted armed robbery bad is a young adult

novel that tells the story of a girl dallas who is constantly

getting into trouble she also has a very strained relationship

with her only parental figure her father bad by jean ferris 1

customer review eligible for free shipping expedited shipping
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available sixteen year old dallas is sentenced to the girls

rehabilitation center for holding up a store at gunpoint the

ultimate episode in a petty crime spree she had undertaken

january 24 1939 died october 30 2015 website jeanferris com

genre fiction young adult edit data this author is not afraid to

tackle difficult subjects living with a deaf parent of sound

mind facing the consequences of a criminal act bad or

questioning one s sexuality eight seconds
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bad by jean ferris goodreads

Apr 18 2024

the book bad by jean ferris is a story about a young girl

named dallas who gets into some trouble with the law and

gets sent into a rehabilitation center for girls when she gets

there she starts to get to know the other girls and even

realizes that she s like them too

bad a novel aerial fiction ferris jean

9780374404758

Mar 17 2024

bad farrar strauss giroux 1998 written by jean ferris is the

fictional story of dallas carpenter a wayward sixteen year old

who is sentenced to spend six months at a rehabilitation

home for bad girls after she is arrested for attempted armed

robbery

http://heranq2event.mombaby.com.tw/
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amazon com bad 9780374304799

ferris jean books

Feb 16 2024

4 3 29 ratings see all formats and editions hardcover 0 96 13

used from 0 96 paperback 13 99 23 used from 1 22 11 new

from 6 92 inspired by the author s work in a girls

rehabilitation center ray called it skating when we did the

crazy things hot wiring a fancy car for a joyride after midnight

boosting stuff from stores

bad ferris jean free download borrow and

streaming

Jan 15 2024

english 182 pages 13 x 20 cm seventeen year old dallas

loves the rush of doing wild and crazy things but after she is

caught robbing a convenience store her father sends her to

http://heranq2event.mombaby.com.tw/
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the girls rehabilitation center where dallas meets an

assortment of bad girls forcing her to face the reality of her

life and behavior

bad a novel by jean ferris paperback

barnes noble

Dec 14 2023

ferris invincible summer follows six months in the life of a 16

year old confined to a criminal rehabilitation center for

teenage girls in this novel based on interviews with young

women in real life rehab dallas craves the excitement of

skating hot wiring cars shoplifting snatching purses to fill the

emptiness left by the death of

bad macmillan

Nov 13 2023

bad a novel author jean ferris award winner about this book
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dallas is sentenced to six months in the girls rehabilitation

center when her father refuses the judge s offer to take her

home on parole ferris researched her topic well and the

authenticity she invests in the novel will draw in both avid and

reluctant readers

bad by jean ferris publishers weekly

Oct 12 2023

bad jean ferris fsg aerial 5 95 192pp isbn 978 0 374 40475 8

a 16 year old girl spends six months confined to a criminal

rehab center the narrator comes off as more of an

bad jean ferris google books

Sep 11 2023

bad jean ferris farrar straus giroux 1998 fathers and

daughters 181 pages inspired by the author s work in a girls

rehabilitation center ray called it skating when we did the

http://heranq2event.mombaby.com.tw/
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bad jean ferris google books

Aug 10 2023

jean ferris turtleback 2001 juvenile nonfiction 192 pages for

use in schools and libraries only seventeen year old dallas

loves the rush of doing wild and crazy things but after she is

bad kirkus reviews

Jul 09 2023

bad by jean ferris release date oct 1 1998 bookshelf shop

now ferris love among the walnuts p 1115 etc chooses an

unusual locale the girls rehabilitation center or grc for this

story about a teenager s attempt to bring herself into focus

bad by jean ferris publishers weekly

Jun 08 2023
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bad jean ferris farrar straus giroux 17 192pp isbn 978 0 374

30479 9 ferris invincible summer follows six months in the life

of a 16 year old confined to a criminal rehabilitation

bad aerial fiction by jean ferris

paperback target

May 07 2023

bad aerial fiction by jean ferris paperback 12 39 when

purchased online in stock add to cart about this item

description about the book sixteen year old dallas is

sentenced to the girls rehabilitation center for holding up a

store at gunpoint the ultimate episode in a petty crime spree

she had undertaken

bad a novel jean ferris google books

Apr 06 2023

once there dallas meets an assortment of bad girls many of

http://heranq2event.mombaby.com.tw/
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whom don t expect to change and those who do often don t

make it how dallas comes to terms with herself both the bad

and the

bad by jean ferris teen ink

Mar 05 2023

october 5 2007 by anonymous bad jean ferris dallas is a girl

living with her father who is always telling her she will turn

out just like her mother dallas s mom dixie lee died in a

bad ferris jean amazon com books

Feb 04 2023

bad ferris jean on amazon com free shipping on qualifying

offers bad
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bad ferris jean 1939 free download

borrow and

Jan 03 2023

in an attempt to please her friends sixteen year old dallas

goes along with their plan to rob a convenience store and

when her father refuses to allow her to come home she is

sentenced to six months in the girls rehabilitation center 181

pages 18 cm notes the original book is printed faintly access

restricted item true addeddate

amazon com customer reviews bad a

novel aerial fiction

Dec 02 2022

bad farrar strauss giroux 1998 written by jean ferris is the

fictional story of dallas carpenter a wayward sixteen year old

who is sentenced to spend six months at a rehabilitation
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home for bad girls after she is arrested for attempted armed

robbery

bad by jean ferris librarything

Nov 01 2022

bad is a young adult novel that tells the story of a girl dallas

who is constantly getting into trouble she also has a very

strained relationship with her only parental figure her father

bad by jean ferris alibris

Sep 30 2022

bad by jean ferris 1 customer review eligible for free shipping

expedited shipping available sixteen year old dallas is

sentenced to the girls rehabilitation center for holding up a

store at gunpoint the ultimate episode in a petty crime spree

she had undertaken
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jean ferris author of once upon a

marigold goodreads

Aug 30 2022

january 24 1939 died october 30 2015 website jeanferris com

genre fiction young adult edit data this author is not afraid to

tackle difficult subjects living with a deaf parent of sound

mind facing the consequences of a criminal act bad or

questioning one s sexuality eight seconds
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